
burmatex is one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of contract carpet and carpet tiles, 
offering a high quality range spanning fibre bonded, structure bonded and tufted 
carpet in sheet and tile, supported by specialist barrier and entrance matting products. 
Focusing on innovative design and flexible manufacturing, burmatex products offer 
creative yet practical choices to architects, specifiers, end users and contractors across 
a wide variety of sectors including education, leisure, accommodation, commercial 
interiors, healthcare and public buildings.

Leading carpet designer and manufacturer
victoria mills, the green
ossett, west yorkshire
WF5 0AN
united kingdom

tel. +44 (0) 1924 262 525
fax +44 (0) 1924 280 033

www.burmatex.co.uk
email: projects@burmatex.co.uk

international email:
international@burmatex.co.uk
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Bradford College
carpet tiles: tandem, balance stripe and strands

Hartsdown Academy, Margate 
carpet tiles: lateral® and cordiale



Royal Infirmary, Glasgow
carpet tiles: balance atomic, balance and strands

burmatex, the leading supplier of 
fibre bonded, structure bonded and 
tufted carpet/carpet tile, is renowned 
for its innovation and expertise in the 
manufacture of carpet, carpet tiles 
and top quality specialist barrier and 
entrance matting products.

burmatex products have been 
BREEAM rated since 2005 and 
currently achieve BREEAM’s A+ 
environmental rating, all tiles are 
manufactured with the Accummen™ 
backing system incorporating >70% 
recycled content. 

All burmatex products are rigorously 
tested and supported by a full 10 
year guarantee making them ideal  
for heavy contract applications. 
These ranges are especially 
suited to commercial offices, 
universities, schools, colleges and 
public buildings where providing  
a well-designed attractive, enduring 
and environmentally friendly 
environment is paramount.

Our creative design team proves 
that producing attractive, flexible, 
contemporary flooring that delivers 
first class performance is about 
the alliance of design and technical 
expertise.

burmatex’s continuously expanding 
portfolio introduces harmonious and 
flexible product ranges providing 
innovative possibilities. With a range 
of textures and colours, our designs 
can enhance the creative flow within  
a project, effortlessly complementing 
other interior finishes for a striking 
effect.

St Matthew’s Primary School, Luton
carpet tiles: lateral®, zip and code


